Endangered Species
濒危物种

Collect a white conservation counter
Collect a white conservation counter
Collect a white conservation counter
Collect a white conservation counter

Start 起点

Enter giant panda pathway on next turn
Enter bharal pathway on next turn
Enter Amur tiger pathway on next turn
Enter Steller's sea eagle pathway on next turn

Roll again

Lose a white conservation counter

Take the Giant Panda FACT Challenge
Take the Giant Panda LANGUAGE Challenge
Take ONE of the Giant Panda THREAT Challenges

Take the bharal sheep LANGUAGE Challenge
Take the bharal sheep THREAT Challenges
Take ONE of the bharal sheep THREAT Challenges

Take the Amur tiger LANGUAGE Challenge
Take the Amur tiger THREAT Challenges
Take ONE of the Amur tiger THREAT Challenges

Take the Steller's sea eagle LANGUAGE Challenge
Take the Steller's sea eagle THREAT Challenges
Take ONE of the Steller's sea eagle THREAT Challenges

Lose a white conservation counter

Miss a turn
Miss a turn
Miss a turn

Enter square pathway entrance
Move to any animal pathway entrance

Enter pathway on next turn
Enter pathway on next turn

Enter pathway on next turn